SYNOPSIS presenting an overview of the TV
news programs shows and regarding M.I.S.A.

ANTENA 1
DATE
Friday
March
19th 2004

Thursday
March
18th 2004

TV
STATION
ANTENA 1
(CD. 1/A2)

ANTENA 1
(CD. 1/A1)

SHOW title

TIME

"Observatory”
7:00
„HARSH BLOW”

"Observatory"
„Checking on
MISA”

22:00

CONTENT

REPORTERS

„The authorities have started the largest action for detecting human
trafficking in Bucharest and thus have found the members of the Movement
for Spiritual Integration in the Absolute whose leader is Gregorian
Bivolaru.”

Sanda Nicola

Duratio
n
4’40’’

Letiţia Zaharia

4’56’’

- "More than 300 prosecutors and police officers entered several
residences in Bucharest, arrested dozens of people and seize at least 3
trucks loaded with pornographic materials, erotic magazines, drugs and
computers used for erotic video-chats. Our judicial sources claim that the
organization is also involved in drugs and gun traffic."
- „Dozens members of Gregorian Bivolaru’s sect are now being
questioned at the Prosecutor’s Office. The authorities started the largest
action for detecting human trafficking in Bucharest. Thus they have
reached the M.I.S.A. members."
- "The most powerful and best organized hit the authorities started against
pornography and prostitution until now."
- "Gendarmes tried to enter through the windows. As glasses were bullet
proof, gendarmes broke the doors using battering rams."
- "Today, at 7 a.m. was the start of the largest operation against drug and
human trafficking in Romania after the fall of the communist regime."
- "...8 years ago a Police report was issued showing that the movement
causes psychic disorders to young people.”
- "Within closed communities where access is only allowed to initiated
persons, people practice group sex or urine-therapy. Psychologists
consider this to be a manipulating technique eventually leading to
psychological disorders: young people are the estranged from the society
and deny their own families."
- "Dozens of young people – M.I.SA. members - were institutionalized in
1

George
Buhnici
George
Buhnici
Sorin Ovidiu
Bălan
Letiţia Zaharia
Letiţia Zaharia
Reporter Oana
Despa

psychiatric hospitals during these past years."
- "The most serious suspicion cast upon M.I.SA. members was related to
the suicide of two underage girls 7 years ago."
- "According to all our sources: drug traffic, prostitution, organized
crime, video-chats."

„MISA MANIA”

Friday
March
19th 2004

Friday
March
19th 2004

Saturday

ANTENA 1 „Mobile Brigade”
(CD. 1/A3)
Images from the
police searches,
syringe

17:00

ANTENA 1
(CD. 1/A4)

19:00

„Observatory”
Images from the
police operations,
Mădălina and
Mirona who
oppose to being
video-recorded

ANTENA 1

„Observatory”

„The figures in connection to these drug and human traffickers are
unbelievable. The mob members earn millions of dollars yearly.
Prosecutors and police officers claim that their action will continue and
dozens of people are to be apprehended.”
„….during these past 24 hours and it consisted in simultaneous police
actions at several locations in Bucharest.”
"The great master combines so-called Hesychast, orthodox practices, as
well as practices related to Marxism, cabala, Taoism in his yogi practices,
as he pleases aiming at creating revolutionary yogis. It is well known that
Bivolaru’s yogis boast about practicing esoteric sex, namely group sex. It
also notorious that the women members of the organization have sexual
relations with up to 35 men each! Also there are the urine-therapy
sessions..."
"300 police officers, gendarmes and prosecutors conducted a search in
Ferentari last night to discover the locations where prostitution,
pornography and human trafficking were practiced.
The investigators headed exactly for the locations where they knew the
members of Gregorian Bivolaru’s movement conducted their activity.
There they found tones of pornographic materials, …videotapes and
pornographic magazines, as well as computers used for erotic videochats. Dozens of people were apprehended and questioned at the
Prosecutor’s Office. […] Police officers believe that the whole deal might
also include narcotics consume."
- Story title: "Ferentari: M.I.S.A. SexPark"; "List of the M.I.SA. adepts
houses: Ferentari District: Streets: Veseliei – 5 houses, Păunaşi – 2
houses, Peleaga – 7 houses, Sergent Turturică – 5 houses, Irina Stănescu –
1 house, Sălaj - 2 appartments, Doinei, Muşat Constantin, Gheorgheni."

19:00

„…human trafficking in the residences belonging to Gregorian
2

Letiţia Zaharia
Letiţia Zaharia
George Bălan
(prosecutor)
reporter
Sorin Ovidiu 8’41’’
Bălan

Alexandra
Stoicescu,
Lucian
Mândruţă

Reporter: Oana
Despa
Image: Sergiu
Matei
Gabriela

6’33’’

3’33’’

March
20th 2004
???

(CD. 1/A5)

Searches images

Bivolaru.
Police officers seized three trucks loaded with pornographic materials,
magazines, audio and video tapes, computers and video cameras."

Vrânceanu
Firea
Vasile Marcu

Sunday
March
21st 2004

Sunday
March
21st 2004?

ANTENA 1
(CD. 1/B1)

„Observatory”
„CHAIN IS
GETTING
TIGHTER”

Images of the
materials in the
storage boxes
ANTENA 1 „ Observatory”
(B2)
„ CHAIN IS
GETTING
TIGHTER”

19:00

- Story title: "Moldavian Porn-show "; "… Last night at the Sculeni
customs, police officers from the Organized Crime brigade
apprehended two persons trying to smuggle several pornographic
videotapes out of the country. (The tapes in question contained the
Yoga courses for the practitioners from the Republic of Moldavia, our
note). The members of the legal brigade acknowledged that the
traffickers in question were related to M.I.S.A."
"… Thousands of photos with naked M.I.SA. members were
discovered. (M.I.S.A. comprises 22 members, our note)"
- Story title: "Naked for M.IS.A."; "… Almost all people present in
the photos were standing naked. (Almost all people present in the
images or photos wear bathing suits; only a few people are nude ", our
note)"
„…a new page in the Gregorian Bivolaru file”
Storage boxes story

Images of the
materials in the
storage boxes;
Images from the
searches

ANTENA 1
(B3)

„MISA HIDING
OUT”
„Observatory”
„FERENTARI
UNDER SIEGE”
21 o’clock images

„…last night at the M.I.SA. organization spiritual leader - Gregorian
Bivolaru’s headquarters.
The police forces seized the materials from several storage boxes where
3

Gabriela
Vrânceanu
Firea
reporter Sanda
Man

2’42’’

Gabriela
Vrânceanu
Firea
Oana Despa
(Bucharest)
Sanda Man
(Cluj)

3’24’’

Oana Despa
reporter

2’41’’

from the storage
boxes

the library of the organization was located.”
Presentation of the situation in Ferentari.
„Thousands of books were seized tonight by the gendarmes from the
basement of a Ferentari building where the MISA library storage location
was allegedly placed (...) most of the books were plain literature.”

The night ANTENA 1
Grieg
(C1)
wanted to
leave the
country

„Observatory”

„You saw the books. They are very interesting. I would definitely like to
read them. ” (statement of a lodger from the searched building where the
storage boxes were found)
„….was well conducted and as such not successful.” (Phone call from
Aurel Neagu, Customs Chief Police)

„GRIG
BIVOLARU IN
DETENTION”
Images from the
searches (toilette
inscriptions);
Grieg on Tucă
show; photos
found in the
storage boxes

4

Gabriela
Vrânceanu
Firea

2’36’’

Monday
March
29th 2004

ANTENA 1
(CD. 1/C2)

„Observatory”
„BIVOLARU –
BEHIND BARS”
„GURU
BIVOLARU
TRAPPED”
images of Grieg
being brought at
the Prosecutor’s
Office;
images ritual;
images from
Nădlac; Images
Grieg – behind
bars

19:00

„…a few meters from his freedom. However his bad luck was an overcareful customs officer.”
"… The criminal offenses Gregorian Bivolaru is now investigated for are
very serious – he might be sentenced to 12 years in prison at the most. The
evidence is quite palpable, as the prosecutors say: thousands of videotapes
were seized from the M.I.S.A. headquarters. These tapes contain porn
movies shot in Romania and destined to Western markets. Some of them
are video-recordings from the M.I.S.A. performances, images that you can
also see right now. It is a performance that took place three weeks ago to
celebrate Gregorian Bivolaru, on his 52nd anniversary." (The images are
not from Grieg’s birthday and were not shot ”three weeks ago”, our note)
- "The investigation and the evidence are quite obvious, as the prosecutors
say. These tapes show us very clearly that Gregorian Bivolaru had sexual
intercourse with persosns below 18, the girls that were part of the
M.I.S.A. organization." (There are images of Gregorian Bivolaru sitting
still on a chair, while attending a performance where all participants are
wearing bathing suits, our note)
- "… Another very important and quite original evidence is a diary of
Gregorian Bivolaru. In this diary, the spiritual leader of the M.I.S.A.
organization describes the sexual relations he had with young women. All
the evidence together with Gregorian Bivolaru will leave for the
Prosecutor’s Office by the Court of Appeal and be handed over to a
judge..."
Images from Nădlac. Presentation of the Nădlac “set-up”.
Statements of the officials from Nădlac Customs

Monday

ANTENA 1
(C3)

„Observatory”
„A SPIRITUAL
MOVEMENT”
images from
Nădlac; Images of
Grieg behind bars

„….Gregorian Bivolaru’s paranormal abilities did not do him to much
good tonight.”
Images from Nădlac. Presentation of the Nădlac “set-up”.
Statements of the officials from Nădlac Customs (Ioan Mareş, Adrian
Năstase, )
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Oana Despa,
live from the
Prosecutor’s
Office where
Grieg is being
questionned

12’24’’

Oana Despa

Oana Despa
Live phone call 3’40’’
from Arad,
Daciana
Cordoş,
reporter
Antena 1

ANTENA 1 „Observatory”
7:11
(C5)
„GURU BEHIND
BARS”
Monday
March
29th 2004

ANTENA 1
(CD. 1/C5)

„Mobile brigade”

17:00

„THE
SPIRITUAL
BEHIND BARS”
Images from the
searches; Images
with Grieg behind
bars, in Nădlac

April
2004

1st ANTENA 1
(D1)

„Observatory”
„MISA adepts
facing the security
forces in front of
the Bucharest IML
–Institute of
Forensics
Medicine.
At stake: the 17
year-old girl
whose statement
was the grounds
for Bivolaru’s
arrest.
Prosecutors
brought her for

Top
story

„After more than 6 hours of deliberations with the prosecutors, Bucharest
judges issued a 29-day arrest warrant for Gregorian Bivolaru.”
„Gregorian Bivolaru is charged with having sexual intercourse with a
minor, perversions and attempt to illegally breach the border.”
„in the Christ file where Gregorian Bivolaru and his organization are
involved. The MISA spiritual leader was apprehended last night while
trying to leave the country.”
- "Confidential sources informed us that Bivolaru was going to be charged
with committing serious criminal offences such as sexual intercourse and
sexual perversions with a minor. The evidence supporting the charges
came up during last week’s searches. Bivolaru was supposed to be
arrested form the middle of this adepts, during the street demonstration
taking place on Saturday or Sunday. The same sources confirmed that
there is leak of information from the Prosecutor’s Office. Therefore
Bivolaru knew what was going to happen. This explains his attempt for
illegal border breach. He did not know whether or not special decision had
been issued to prevent him from leaving the country."
- statement: Pavel Pancu, Chief prosecutor of the Arad Prosecutor’s Office
„Good evening! Gregorian Bivolaru could be free tonight after the 5th
sector Court of Law cancelled the arrest warrant.”
Presentation of the IML incident;
Reporter: Did you or did you not volunteer to come here?
Mădălina: No, no, I didn’t. They brought me in by car...
Reporter: What did you state in the written report?
Reporter: Did they force you to get out of the car?
Mădălina: Yes, I taken out of the car by force.
Reporter: How did it happen?
Mădălina: They pulled me out
Declarations Mădălina Dumitru and Adina Solomon getting out of the
Prosecutor’s Office
6

Host

1’23’’

Sorin Ovidiu
Bălan

7’42’’

Hosts
Alexandra
Stoicescu;
Lucian
Mândruţă

11’57’’

Reporter
Adelin
Petrişor, live
from the 5th
Sector Court of
Law

medical tests and
the people
demonstrating in
the street tried to
take here from
their hands.
The demonstrants
were eventually
evicted by the
police and the girl
was no longer
subjected to the
tests.”

Mădălina’s mother live from Constanţa

„THE
STRONGER
ONE WILL GET
THE KEY
WITNESS”
„A MOTHER’S
HEART”
IML images

April
2004

1st ANTENA 1
D2

Images of Grieg
brought from
Nădlac and taken
to the Prosecutor’s
Office
„Observatory”
Evenin „…They set me free and now they want to arrest me again. (Grieg)”
g
„That was Gregorian Bivolaru’s statement half an hour ago.”
„BIVOLARU
SCANDAL”
Presentation of the evolution of the events during the last couple of hours
„It is such a wide range action as we have not seen aounrd courts for a
IML images
long time”
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Live reporters: 11’30’’
Adelin Petrişor
(from the 5th
Sector Court of
Law), Oana
Despa (from

Images of Grieg
Thursday
April 1st
2004

ANTENA 1
(CD. 1/D3)

„Observatory”
„MISA
RETURN”
Imagini from the
ritual;
Images from the
street
demonstration;

ANTENA 1
(D5)

„MEDITATION
WITH THE
PROSECUTORS”
Images of Grieg
brought in form
Nădlac
„Observatory”
images from the
ritual
„GURU
STRIKES BACK”
images of Grieg
after the Tuca
show

19:00

IML images (see the previous news)
„We are talking about a subject on the front page of all journals for quite
a while now. The court reached a decision almost 12 hours ago, namely to
issue an arrest warrant for Gregorian Bivolaru.”

Criminal
Investigation)
Hosts: Lucian
Mândruţă,
Alexandra
Stoicescu

"Prosecutors have an ace up their sleeve. They charge Gregorian Bivolaru
of forcing a 15 year-old girl to have sexual intercourse with him for 2
years. In addition to that, she was also subjected to sexual perversions.
[…] Investigators claim that Gregorian Bivolaru abused his authority as a
teacher and thus accused him of using his influence as the MISA leader.
Some of the sexual intercourses were photographed and the photos are
now evidence appended to the file."

- Reporter
Oana Despa,
live from
Criminal
investigations

„The parents of the teenagers found by the gendarmes during the searches
in the MISA organization residences brake the silence. Meals in
accordance to a rigid schedule and a room for having sex where access is
allowed only according to strict agenda. Threats against families or
sanctions for those who are late for the due hours. Hundreds of parents
filed complaints at the Police after the start of the Gendarmery action and
told the stories they heard from their children.”

News presenter 3’40’’

Presentation of Madalina’s statement published on the MISA website
„The young minor was tricked into joining MISA two years ago while she
was working as a waitress in Costineşti.”
Mădălina’s mother’s statement and also the statement of another mother
from Arad - „The woman has two sons who enrolled in the MISA ranks. ”
8

3’52’’

Reporter
Adinel?
Olariu; Oana
Despa; Dacian
Cordoş

ANTENA 1
(D6)

Tuesday
March
30th 2004

Thursday
April 1st

ANTENA 1
(CD. 1/D7)

„Observatory”

„Mobile brigade”

Top
news

17:00
Top
news

ANTENA 1
(CD. 1/D8)

„Mobile brigade”

Top
news

„CONFLICTS AT
IML ”
17:00

Grieg’s statement
„A few hundred of the adepts of the Movement for Spiritual Integration in
the Absolute gathered in front of the Governement building one hour ago.
Their street demonstration was not been approved.”
Presentation of the street demontration that was not approved
(approximately 1000 MISA adepts gathered on the Mitropoliei Hill)
„The leader of the Movement for Spiritual Integration in the Absolute was
arrested last night.”
"The media must be allowed to do its duty. Together with my colleague, I
was insulted by these people. We were, I repeat, scolded. We were called
'thieves’ and 'liars’. We heard them say about us that 'we used the TV
stations to lie the people'. Today, as we followed the street protest
organized by the members of the organization lead by Gregorian Bivolaru,
we could see a few things: first of all we were impressed by their
paramilitary-like manner of organizing, namely similar to the 'move and
you’re dead' or 'no one makes a move until I say so' attitude. Whenever
one of the common demontrants tried to get in touch with one of the people
on the side walk, he wa simmediately prevented to do so, probably by some
high official of M.I.S.A. There were no personal opinions; everyone hooted
and insulted the people on the sidewalk and especially the press
representatives. No one managed to explain why they were doing that;
there was fantastic pressure upon the press representatives."
- Statement: Rapcea
Confrontation in front of the Institute of Forensics Medicine from
Bucharest between the police forces and the MISA adepts. Violence
occurred when the prosecutors decided to take the 17 year-old girl, whose
statement represented the grounds for Bivolaru, Gregorian Bivolaru’s
arrest, to be tested at the institute.”
Adelin Petrişor live from IML with the state of facts back there:
- "I can say this is a dramatic situation for the Romanian justice. Less than
one quarter of an hour ago, the judges of the Bucharest Court of Appeal
cancelled the Court decision and sent the arrest warrant for readjudication here, at the 5th Sector Court of Law. This means that
practically, Gregorian Bivolaru must be immediately released and also
9

Live phone call 2’13’’
from Oana
Despa at the
Bucharest City
Hall
Sorin Ovidiu
Bălan

4’47’’

Adelin Petrişor

10’21’’

Oana Despa,
live phone call

Day of the ANTENA 1
street
demonstr
ation
(April 5th
2004)

„ Mobile brigade”
„MISA
PROTESTS”

Friday
April 2nd
2004
???

"Observatory"

ANTENA 1
(CD. 1/D10)

that the judge who issued the arrest warrant bears responsibility for the
three days while he was illegally arrested."
„Hundreds of Gregorian Bivolaru’s adepts unsuccessfuly tried to
demonstrate in three different locations in Bucharest. The gendarmes sent
them home.”

22:00

„MISA
RETURN”
Images from the
street
demonstration
Images from the
ritual
Photo of Mădălina
Materials found in
the boxes (photos)

Images from Dealul Mitropoliei where the people attending the street
demonstration are asked to clear the area because their action is not
authorized.
Statement: Claudiu Trandafir
- "The M.I.S.A. spiritual leader will be confined and stay in police custody
for 29 days being charged with sexual criminal offences and attempt for
illegal border breach. Bivolaru and his group is the subject of the most
difficult file in the last 14 years and the trial to come will be accordingly.
The M.I.S.A. members organized street demonstrations to protest against
the way that the investigation took place. Bivolaru’s adepts accused the
entire press, no exceptionmade, for displaying the images from the
searches and from the performance sof the organization. Press is
M.I.S.A.’s no. 1 enemy."
"Prosecutors assessed that Gregorian Bivolaru forced a 15 year old girl to
have sexual intercourse with him for 2 years and even more and also
subjected her to sexual perversions. The girl comes from a city outside
Bucharest and wa sinitially lured into practicing Yoga. Some of the sexual
intercourses were photographed and the photos now represent evidence
included in the file."
Statement: Mihai Rapcea

Oana Despa

3’54’’

Letiţia Zaharia

2’21’’

PRO TV
Tuesday,
March
18th
2004 ???

PRO TV
(CD.1/A3)

“PRO
TV NEWS”

Ora
19:00

- "...The greatest action of this kind in Romania. The searches made so far lead to

-Andreea Esca

the founding of studios where there were made adult movies.
- "Coordinated by the Prosecutor’s Office of the Bucharest Court of Appeal, the
investigation aimes first of all at the blocking of some drugs trafficants droguri
and prostitution suspect of being related to the movement lead by Bivolaru.
According to some official sources, for the time being there have not been people
arrested, despite the fact that several persons were heard, among which Bivolaru.
What we know for sure is that, after these searches there were identified a few

-Ovidiu Oanţă

1

Thursday,
March
18th 2004

Friday,
March,
18th 2004

PRO TV
(CD. 1/A1
şi A4)

PRO TV
(A5)

“PRO
TV NEWS”

“PRO
TV NEWS”

Ora
23:15

Ora
19:00

illegal studios, where there were made porn movies and adult video chats …
- "The investigations verify the presupposed relations of this occult group with the
prostitution and drug traffick networks.
-The searches made so far lead to the finding of some studios where porn movies
were made. The Police found studios for porn productions. But we should not be
surprised, because sexual exercises were something usual inside the movement…”
- “ Started by the Prosecutor’s Office of the Bucharest Court of Appeal, the
investigation aimes first of all at the blocking of some drugs and human trafficking
networks suspected of being related to the movement lead by Bivolaru. No
confinements have done so far, despite the fact that several persons were heard,
among which Gabriel Bivolaru {???}. It is clear that, following these searches
there were found a few studios where porn movies were made and adult videochats.
-“Violent raids of the gendarmes, a hidden world behind some fanatics and much
pornography, are the first results of the investigation started by the prosecutors in
Bucharest regarding M.I.S.A. lead by Gregorian Bivolaru.
- These raids lead to the caught in the act of a few tens of young women who were
just making porn films or who were in full action of adult video-chat. The
prosecutors revealed us today that following these raids there were confiscated 5
lorries of porn material and electronic video-chat devices. And when I say porn
material I am reffering at a few thousand video tapes and DVDs with porn
movies, a few thousand magazines of the same kind, but also aphrodisiac
substances used by that actors who were making the porn movies. Among the
goods confiscated for the continuation of the searches there was also an important
amount of jewels, we are talking here about ten killos of gold, we are also talking
of weapons, and last but not least there were found substances which were
presupposed to be drugs. […]
- The prosecutors sustain that they have to deal with one of the greatest human
trafficking network in Romania, which is in relation with the Occidental
countries, such as Holland, Belgium and Japan.”
- A fragment from the film made by the officers from the Secret Intelligent Service
of the Minister of Internal Affairs: Mirona Farcaş: “But I don’t want to be filmed.
So, please do not film!”
- Officially, the preoccupation of this very well known movement known under the
name of MISA is the purification of the soul through Yoga. In fact, the adepts of
this movement, we aree talking here of a few thousand people, are only
preoccupied of urinetherapy and group sex, deviant sex.
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-Cristi Tabără

-Ovidiu Oanţă
- Andreea Esca

- Ovidiu Oanţă

- Ovidiu Oanţă
- Ovidiu Oanţă

University teacher
Dr. Florin Tudose
Psychiatrist
- Ovidiu Oanţă

Wednesda
y
March
24th 2004
Tuesday
March
23rd 2004

Saturday,
March
24th 2004

PRO TV
(CD. 1/B5Boxe)

PRO TV
NEWS

Ora
19:00

PRO TV
(CD. 1/A2)

PRO TV
NEWS

Ora
23:15

PRO TV
(CD.1/E2)

PRO TV
NEWS

Ora
23:15

- [..] I have to tell you that the hunting and indoctrination techniques of the MISA
adepts nis based on naturist medicine but also on the ingesting of certain
aphrodisiac mixtures containing narcotics in legal amounts, but which generate
hallucinogen reactions which make the young man or the young woman to be
easily manipulated inside Gregorian Bivolaru’s movement. Such images are
common when MISA members are together…”
- Arrested in 1977 for printing and distributing porn materials, becoming a guru
afterwords, Gregorian Bivolaru brings into being MISA. Now it has almost
100.000 adepts, many of them being mentally ill.”
- People who were mentally ill, who were under treatment that helped them remain
integrated in the society, once they entered the Movement for Spiritual Integration
in the Absolute, remained integrated there and then they became spiritual slaves.”
- Bivolaru’s adepts practice group sex or drink their urine, as guru adviced them.
[Here follows a fragment from an interview with Grieg who explaines
urinetherapy:”The first jet is not to be used; only the middle part is used, and the
las part not!”]
-Only people who are extremely ill, people suffering from last stage schizophrenia,
can do such things: eat their excrements or dronk their urine.”
-All these were done not on the purpose of spiritual elevation, but for annihilating
will.”
-“The prosecutors of the Bucharest Court of Appeal affirmed today penal
prosecution against three persons […]. These persons are suspected of tax evasion
and forming of groups involved in organized crime, …criminal offences that
might endanger national security, as well as money laundry.”
- New evidence about the aberrations of the movement. Today the investigators
discovered in Ferentari district other few tones of porn materials and obscene
literature. We are now presenting you a fragment from a movie in which an adept
woman exhibited herself nude for the false guru. A few tens of such movies were
discovered in the hide-outs of the movement.”
-Nobody is now surprised of the things discovered behind the metallic doors: video
tapes with porn movies, such magazines and very much literature about the art of
sex, be it normal or deviant.”
- “So now let’s move on to the Police officer Viorel Nemeş, chief of the Arad
Frontier Police, the one who succeeded in capturing the fugitive Bivolaru…So
Gregorian Bivolaru, the chief of MISA, tried to illegally cross the border, tonight,
through Nădlac customs. It is possible that he might have tried to cross the border
in complicity with a customs officer working at internal customs in Târgu-Mureş.”
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University teacher
Dr. Florin Tudose
Psychiatrist
- Fost cursant
M.I.S.A.

Reporter: Ovidiu
Oanţă
Image: Marian
Galeş
- Cristi Tabără

- Reporter: Ovidiu
Oanţă
Image: Szolt Vago
- Cristi Tabără

Saturday,
March
24th 2004

PRO TV
(CD.1/b5)

???

PRO TV
(CD.1/E3)

"Ştirile Pro TV"

Ora
19:00

PRO TV
NEWS

PRO TV
(CD.1/E7)

PRO TV
NEWS

PRO TV
NEWS

Ora
19:00

Ora
19:00

-“After the first 5 days of investigation in the Christ file, as the action against
M.I.S.A. was named, the prosecutors of the BucharestCourt of Appeal declared
today that theu initiated legal proceedings against 3 persons […] The three
persons are suspected of tax evasion and forming of groups involved in organized
crime. The investigators affirm that they have also in view criminal offences that
might endanger national security, but also money laundry.”
- “The ministrer of Administration and Internal Affairs affirms that there have
been gained information about MISA even since 1995.” Here follows an excerpt
from the speech of Ioan Rus, minister of Administration and Internal Affairs: “We
are talking here about several types of criminal offence that appear in this case,
from prostitution to tax evasion.”
(Urmează informaţii privind contractele fetelor în Japonia oferite de George
Muscalu, şef Secţie C.C.D. Parchetul General, n.n.)
- “The prosecutors of the Prosecutor’s Office announced the initiation of an
investigation of great proportions dealing with the export of women in Japan.”
- “The prosecutors by the High Court of Cassation and Justice are talking about
for new indictements against adepts or sympathisers of the movement lead by
Gregorian Bivolaru. We are talking here about human trafficking, tax evasion,
money laundry and criminal offences involving organized crime abroad.”
- […] “The prosecutors’ investigation … involves a company, we are talking here
“Extaz S.R.L.”, which is managed by two M.I.S.A. adepts, company which is
suspected of having exported in the last years hundreds of young women, some of
them M.I.S.A. adepts, for prostitution. Officially, these young ladies went there as
entertainers, dancers and escort girls. For these activities the girls received about
1500$ a month, and a great amoun from these money returned to the company that
exported them.”
(Then there follwed information about the girls’ contracts in Japan, offered by
George Muscalu, chief of ***** C. C. D. Section from the Prosecutor’s Ofice, n.n.)
- About the finding of some black magic books in one of the storage boxes where
the Police searched.
- Dana Craiescu’s mother live interviewed

- Ovidiu Oanţă

- Reporter
- Ioan Rus
- Andreea Esca
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- About the finding of some black magic books in one of the storage boxes where
the Police searched.
- Dana Craiescu’s mother live interviewed

- Ovidiu Oanţă
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- The investigators state that the the movement organization is of paramilitary

- Hosts
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type.”
- In almost all the books printed in the printing houses of the movement, the points
of interest are the advice for urinetherapy, group sex, but also erotic pictures.”
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- Information regarding the file for transferring the competence right provided by
Pavel Palcu, chief-prosecutor at the Prosecutor’s Office by the Arad Court of Law.
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- M.I.S.A. leader suspected of sexual intercourse and perversions with a minor but
also of attempt of illegally crossing the border … Bucharest prosecutors accuse
Gregorian Bivolaru that during the period between 2002 – 2004 he made use of his
authority of being a Yoga teacher for having sexual intercourse with a minor
who has been coopted in M.I.S.A. and whom he payed for subjecting her to sexual
perversions.”
Bucharest prosecutors accuse Gregorian Bivolaru that during the period between
2002 – 2004 he made use of his authority of being a Yoga teacher for having
sexual intercourse with a minor who has been coopted in M.I.S.A. and whom he
payed for subjecting her to sexual perversions.”
(despre legătura de rudenie dintre Grieg şi Gabriel Bivolaru)
- Musical mix with the song “Oh Brother, My Brother”
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- “…The moment the investigators arrived here (at I.M.L., N.N.) things got out of
control. M.I.S.A. adepts came here to great a state of panic, to instigate to
disobedience… M.I.S.A. is usually trying to impose its point of view by force.”

- Ovidiu Oanţă
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“…they searched more immobiles where pornographic and erotical unauthorizied
activities took place.”
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Today, tens of the adepts of the movement whose leader is Gregorian Bivolaru,
mainly women, went to the Legal Medecine Institute for blood analyse. They
want to proof that they do not use drugs.
The majority of the young ladies, almost 30, came at IML approximately at
16:00 o’clock. […] Everybody remarked that none of them wore a brassiere.
The judges and th eprosecutors began on tuesday an action without antecedent
in order to elucidate the activity of MISA that is in the charge of Gregorian
Bivolaru. He is accused of attracting young people in immoral activities,
infringing the law regarding the author’s rights and of tax dodging.
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- He is accused of attracting young people in immoral activities, infringing the law
regarding the author’s rights and of tax dodging.
- Two men who wanted to pass the frontier and had porno cassettes bwith them,
were caught by the police.
- “The inquiry regarding The Movement for Spiritual Integration in the Absolute
which is in Bivolaru Gregorian’s charge was extended in Iasi. Pornographic
cassettes were found on two men that were going to pass the frontier.”
- “Images with girls going to IML for blood analyse.”
- “Three persons were accused but nobody was confined. The chief of the
Prosecutors’ Office by the Court of Appeal, George Balan, specified that the
inquiry by the name of “Christ” does not regard oranizations but persons. The
authorities do not exclude the possibility to inquire also Gregorian Bivolaru.”
- “The accusations are: tax dodging, the creation of on organization on the
purpose to commit infractions, to infringe the law regarding the author’s rights
and information infractions. The chief of th eProsecutors’ Office by the Court of
Appeal does not exclude the possibility to extend the inquiry tu human trafficking
and also to inquire Gregorian Bivolaru.”
- “ It is very possible, in a short period of time, to come to a conclusion regarding
the existence of indices under this aspect. Any possibility and any action are not
excluded.(human trafficking. t.n.)(George Balan)
- We do not make inquiries based on informations but on proves. That was the
reason for beginning the action at that moment because we considered that we had
enough data and elements that allow us to begin it. ( Gelu Drajneanu – the answer
at thejournalists’ question why the inquiry began so late).
-“ Shattering stories of the people who had or are still having relations with MISA.
A family from Comarnic sustains that they lost their daughter at the time she
entered in Gregorian Bivolaru’s movement. She broke her relations with her
1
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parents, she divorced and does not want to see her son aged of 10 years.”
- Some of them (of the adepts MISA, t.n.) needed medical care to come agin to a
normal life. This is the case of five students from Iasi who were put in the hospital
Socola by their parents. The doctors say the girls had problems with their
personality and healed after some weeks.
-...”These searches led to the catch in flagrant delict of tens of girls who were
realizing pornographic productions or who were in video-chat for adults.

- Maria Florea
(corespondent
TVR - Iaşi)

- The Romanian Intelligence Service watched the activity of Bivolaru’s adepts and
they warned when necessary. The parents of a lot of children sustain that their
children were attracted in the movement MISA, afterwards they had behaviour
changements and some of them had to be put in psychiatric hospitals. […] In fact,
from its foundation in 1990, rumours appeared about a network that exist beyond
the official activities of MISA, and which promotes sexual and aberrant
preoccupations and empirical treatements., for example to drink the urine.”
- The declarations f Gregorian Bivolaru (after Tuca’s broadcast , t.n.)
- The despaired parents claim that MISA convince young people to live their
families and join Bivolaru Gregorian’s group.
“Another storehouse of the Movement for Spiritual Integration in the Absolute
was discovered this night by the jendarmes and the prosecutors. The subsoil of a
building was used to keep the pornographic materials and other specialized books.
- ‘Since Tuesday the policemen and the jendarmes are seeking out and find things
that each time lead to the same conclusion: Sexual aberrant techniques are
practiced in this Movement for the Spiritual Integration in the Absolute. Thousands
of magazines almost pornographic were found. (…) It is sure that MISA infringed
the law regardingt the author’s rights and there will be inquiries on this subject
too.
Ovidiu Buruiană - declaration
- The custody police confined Gregorian Bivolaru while passing illegally the state
frontier. He was wearing a black wig and he was accompanied by a custody
employee from th einterior custody in Sf. Gheorghe.”(Ioan Mares, the custody
Police from Nadlac)
- “The leader of the Movement for Spiritual Integration in the Absolute is accused
of trying to pass the frontier unathorizied and the revenue officer is inquired for
complicity.
- He (Gregorian Bivolaru), is accused of entertaining sexual relations with under1
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aged people. […] Another accusation is to have tried to pass illegally the frontier.
- Since the past week we had enough proves to incriminate Gregorian Bivolaru of
sexual relations with under-aged girls. Even he wanted to pass legally the frontier
he couldn’t because the Romanian Intelligence Service would check him and not
allow him to pass the frontier. But MISA”S problems do not stop here. The
minister of the Checking, Ionel Blanculescu announced that 32 of the firms that
had relations of collaboration with the Movement for Spiritual Integration in the
Absolute infringed the law regarding the author’s rights and the proliferation and
multiplication of the pornographic materials that the investigators found.
- The presentation of the Gregorian Bivolaru and and Farcas Ferenz’s
confinement

Petrescu
(prezentat
oare ştiri)
LucianPârvoiu, în
direct de la
Parchetul Curţii
de Apel

- “ He was accused of having entertained sexual relations and perversities with an
under-aged girl who was attending the yoga classes at MISA. On the other hand,
Bivolaru was arrested also for having passes illegally the frontier.
- “… Gregorian Bivolaru took advantage of his quality as a yoga teacher and
abused of his influence to enteratin sexual relations and perversities with an
under-aged girl.

- Prezentatori

- The accusations against Gregorian Bivolaru are: infraction as a sexual
intercourse with an under-aged girl and th epractice of sexual perversities. The
prosecutors established that during two years Gregorian Bivolaru, taking
advantage of his quality as a yoga teacher, entertained repeatedly sexual relations
with an under-aged girl who had been attracted in MISA. […] Also we have to
mention that Gregorian Bivolaru os accused of trying to pass unauthorized the
frontier. (…) Ionel Blanculescu announced that 32 firms that had collaborated
with the Movement for Spiritual Integration ion the Absolute are financially
checked and the controllers from the Romanian Office for the author’s right will
check over the next days the activity of the Movement for Spiritual Integration in
the Absolute.
-“The MISA adepts got together in front of the General Prosecutors’ Office
accusing th eathorities of infringing th eright to freedom. (…) The Public Minstery
refuse the accusations of abuse and infirm the political or of other nature influence
over the inquiry.
The declaration of Catrina Nicolae during the meeting.

- Lucian Pârvoiu,
în direct de la
Tribunalul
Bucureşti
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- During this night, after 2:00, the judges of theBucharest Tribunal decided and
emitted a bench warrant on the name of Gregorian Bivolaru for 29 days.The main
accusation is: sexual corruption of an under-aged girl with whom it is supposed
that Gregorian Bivolaru entertained perversities. Also it is supposed that the last
two years Gregorian Bivolaru took advantage of his function and entertained
repeatedly sexual relations with that girl. […] He is also accused in another file of
trying to pass unauthorized the frontier.
- Bivolaru was carried here late this night. Some of his adepts tried to give him
somme food but the policement forbade this. Besides, Bivolaru asked a naturist
menu of 100% in conformity with the alimentation of th eMovement for Spiritual
Integration in the Absolute.
-The presentation of the meeting in front of the General Prosecutors’ Office
followed by a march; the declarations of Nicolae Catrina and Claudiu Trandafir at
the meeting.
- “Some hundreds of the members of th eMovement for Spiritual Integration in the
Absolute tried to organize today a meeting of protest in Bucharest. (…) The
meeting was declared illegal.”
- Lucian Parvoiu transmits from the City Hall informations about this action of the
MISA members.
“ Gregorian Bivolaru, accused of entertaining sexual relations with an underaged girl, sexual perversities and an illegal tentative of passing the frontier, was
arrested some days ago, but was put free because of a procedure error.

- Lucian Pârvoiu,
în direct de la
Direcţia Cercetări
penale

- “The Court IML from the capital was the scene of a bodily confrontation
between th ejendarmes and the hundreds of yogis adepts of the Movement for
Spiritual Integration in the Absolute who came here to oppose the medical-legal
expertise of the young lady efed of 17 years and who declared three weeks ago that
she had sexual relations with the guru Gregorian Bivolaru.
- “ I was not raped, and I have never been” ( Madaliuna Dumitru at the meeting)
- “..one of the moste controversial organizations that have for purpuse the yoga
practice and a life style based on spirituality. The searches showed that behind the
MISA official activities there are the practice of sexual aberrant techniques, porno
video-chat on the internet and some aberrant treatements as the therapy with
urine.
- There are questions formulated by some MISA members, present here before

-Lucian Pârvoiu,
transmite în direct
de la IML
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trial. They protested against to carry the guru in cuffs, although relating to the
decision of the Court of Appeal he was free since som ehours. Finally, the close
persons to Gregorian Bivolaru were furious that practically the guru had been kept
illegally in arrest for two days.
- The declaration of Madalina’s mother
-The declaration of Madalina’s mother
- He informed himself if he was free to leave the country and he was answered:
You are forgidden to leave the country, don’t you know that the Gregorians
are(sic)? And then he acted as we know.

Judecătoria Sect.
5

“Hundreds of policemen, jedarmes and prosecutors searched several buildings
where they were informed that the MISA members do illegal activities. The people
of the law found at the respective addresses unauthorizied porno video-chat
accessed from abroad, jewels, electronic devices and larg esum of money. Five
trucks were necessary to carry all the confiscated things. The searches were
extended in the country, in Iasi where the apartment of a man supposed to be the
local leader MISA was searched. Several persons supposed to belong to the
Movement for Spirituial Integration in the Absolute were confined when they were
going to pass the frontier in the Republic of Moldova and having upon them
pornographic cassettes.
The last actions took place on Saturday to Sunday, and that night the jendarmes
found that the MISA members charged a truck with porno materials and electronic
devices.”
“MISA – the Movement for Spiritual Integrationn in the Absolute is one of the
moste controversial organizations that have for purpuse the yoga practice and a
life style based on spirituality. Since its foundation, in 1990, there were rumours
that there were a network behind the official activities, which promotes sexual
aberrant preoccupations and empirical treatement, as the therapy with urine. The
Romanian Intelligence Service watched the activities of Bivolaru’s adepts and
warned when necessary. So did the parents of some young people who warned the
authorities being anxious about the activities promoted by the guru
Bivolaru.According to the informations we detain it seems that MISA has
infiltrated in the army, some soldiers being members of the movement.
Official sources who want to remain anonymous declare that in fact Gregorian
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Bivolrau is a defandant with three condemnations who managed to make official
his organization using false documents.
- “The general prosecutor George Balan declared that he was tired, he had not not
sletp for a week, he and the policemen worked for more than three weeks and
Bivolaru simply brok eaway. George Balan said that he felt himself like in novel of
Kafka. We must say that nothing is lost for the prosecutors. They will keep
investigateGregorian Bivolaru while free.”
- The members of the Movement for Spiritual Integration in the Absolute live in
conditions close to slavery. Those who live in th eso-called spiritual establishments
do not have to leave, to use th etelephone or to speak with his/her family. This lif
estyle is the result of inner rules that we know from the daily “Gardianul”.
- The title”Modern Slavery”. Reading the rules concerning the inner order in such
a spiritual establishment youi are shocked that in our century it is possible to exist
such rules that make us think at the old times. The difference is that now these rules
are accepted and it is supposed that thes are sensible people.
- - The SC”Extaz” is supposed to have send girls for prostitution in Japan. The
shareholders of this firm may be also adepts of the Movement for Spiritual
Integration in the Absolute. According to the prosecutors “Extaz” had in 2002 a
turn over of 4,2 milliard lei but its profit was none. The prosecutors of the section1
from the Prosecutors’ Office detain informations according to which 150 girls,
MISA adepts, were sent in Japan as dancers or accompanying ladies.
- The Prosecutors’ Office supposes that behind these activities apparently legal,
the girls were sent to Japan to practice the aldest profession – the prostitution.
Also, sources from the Prosecutors’ Office say that the shareholders of the firm
“Extaz” with the seat on the street Ion Câmpineanu nr. 6 – Diana Dochinescu and
Ileana Popescu – are also MISA members. It remains that the prosecutors
established the kind of relations with guru Gregorian Bivolaru and find who
ordered and who dealt with the sending the gorl abroad. The
bussines is profitable. The girls earn approximately 1500 dollars and the firm
recveives a commission.
1.The declaration of Marian Pasulea, commissary Financial guard that refers to
the checking of the fiscal papers of MISA for establishing possible accusations of
fiscal malversation.
2. The Gregorian Bivolaru’s movement adepts came up to follow a psychiatric
treatement in a hospital in Rahova from Voila. From the moment they met
Gregorian Bivolaru all of them are in conflict with their families. Some of them
offered their houses, the others the cars to the sect as a sign of respect for the guru.
2
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From the moment theyadhered to the sect their life began worse. After the
treatement they healed but now none of themaccepts to speak about th edramas
they lived. One of testimonies that it was lik ea nihjtmare.
The common treat of those who have participated at Bivolaru Gregorian’s
movement is th epsychical vulnerability, but they have been also in the hospital
from Voila. Their instability was exploted immediately they were recruited as
Bivolaru’s adepts. The doctors from Voila say that they had dramatic cases. A
woman aged of 30 years from Bucharest, unmarried and licencied in mechanics
offered her home to Bivolaru just after some months. Another woman aged of 50
years came to the psychiatrist but from the beginning she refused to give
informations about Bivolaru, being afraid of eventual repercursions for herself and
her son.
“The doctor Adrian Tranulis: “ The most dramatic case from my professional
point of view was that of a student brought here by his family and having
psychologic agitation and insomnia and as I interpreted – delirium.”
“A high school graduate from the district Prahova came in the sect after beginning
to practice yoga. Bivolaru’s yogis quickly recruited the eyoung man. After a long
treatment he was healed by the psychiatrists.”
Doctor Adrian Tranulis:”Generally the patients were from the category of the sick
of schizophrenia, they had these symptoms. But a thing was striking – it was like a
modification of their behaviour so that they could dot things that normally a
schizofrenic would not do.
“The doctors from Voila said that at the beginning those from the sect keep to
drink their urine but afterwards they give up to the natural practice. Studying the
behavior of the patients the doctors concluded that the movement in charge of
Gregorian Bivolaru has a paramilitary structure and destroys people’s destinies.
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-“They are accused of procurement, drugs traffick and distribution of
porn materials on the Internet. The legal authorities filled the lorries with
incriminating materials.”
-“The prosecutors together with the gendarmes searched every house and
found tones of porn materials which were distributed on the Internernet to
foreign users.
- What do the investigation show? – George Balan answers: “Drugs
trafick, prostitution, organized crime, video-chats; we still continue our
activities.””
- Then follwed information about Gregorian Bivolaru’s previous
convictements (‘… the investigators established at that time that he lacks
discernment and, as a consequence, he was hospitalized …”)
“… sectarian-paramilitary organization, people who left their families –
this is how MISA is seen from outside (…) Now the prosecutors
confiscated from Bivolaru’s houses full lorries of porn material.”
-“(…) Every time they got together, the already consecrated MISA
members present to the new adepts propaganda movies, promising them
the moon in the sky. Thus, they promise the young men that after these
rituals they will be able to control their erection for hours, and they say to
the young women that no orgasm can be compared to that of reaching
divinity through sexuality. In order to lure in the naives more easily, MISA
members tell them that all this does not contradict Christian religion. Well
guarded, well organized, but also very dangerous – this is how MISA
members can be described.”
The presentation of the case of the teacher in Cluj
(See prima-A5)
-A teacher from a high-school in Cluj is accused that she lured in several
pupils whom she introduced in in the movement lead by Gregorian
Bivolaru. (…) Moreover, she preaches at school, during class hours, all
kinds of purification techniques.
-The entire scandal started from several complaints from some parents,
who said that the teacher Corina Chintuan encourages her pupils to join
MISA. A few young man even swallowed the bait. As soon as they finished
high-school they left home and since then noone knows anything about
them. They only said thatthey leave to purify themselves and that Corina
Chintuan will help them. The director of the high-school received in time
several complaints related to the teacher’s activity. She even sticked a few
2
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posters with messages to attract the young men to practice tantra yoga.
The poster included a picture of a young man nude,
- The police officer Teodor Pop Puşcaş UP commander , Cluj: ”We have
not done anything yet in this direction until now. No measure was taken
yet, there were no reasons for such information.””
« Gregorian Bivolaru could have crossed the frontier without any problem
with his passport on him. But he chose the longer path. He wore a black
wig, he took with him as a guide a custom officer from the internal custom
in Sf. Gheorghe, this one being also a MISA member, and mobilized a
group of persons in order to help him cross the border illegally.
He succeded in passing by all the work-booth of the border policemen,
accompanied by the custom officer. Between the Romanian and Hungarian
customs, Bivolaru was expected by 5 persons who were going to transport
him by car in Hungary (…) Border policemen say that the custom officer
who helped Bivolaru played an essential part. Before getting out of the
country, he got down from the car in which was the MISA leader and left
the country illegally in order to check the area. He saw that everything
was ok and after a half an hour he returned in order to take the guru.”
-Nemes Viorel, chief police inspector I.S.P.F. Arad: ‘ He was detained on
the way out of the country, avoiding the border police booths placed on the
way into the country.”
-« …The public prosecutor of the session has argued that Madalina
Dumitru from Costinesti has had loving relationships with Bivolaru
starting from June- July 2001. The girl used to seldom receive presents
from the leader of MISA and to go abroad with him. Even from the
beginning of the year, Madalina and Bivolaru have been to London and
Paris for more times. (…) the girl has sent photographs from the two
towns to his parents. The prosecutors also assert that there are
photographs and video cassettes with the two in erotic positions.”
-Aurel Neagu’s statement – the chief of The Police General
Management of the Frontier
-« … accused that he used his quality of spiritual leader of MISA in order
to have sexual relations with a minor adherent. The prosecutors officially
announced him that it has been began the criminal persuit against him and
they told him that he is accused that he has allured a girl with money and
that he has subjected her to sexual perversities for four years of so- called
meditations”
2

-Claudiu Oprean

-Aurel Neagu

- The newscasters

[The reporter Dragos Stoian take the news again with insignificant
details.]
Tuesday,
PRIMA
the 5th of (prima-E1)
April, 2004

Focus

Ora

-“ The young girl was subjected to some practices that frighten any
normal mind.[…]”
“ Since I have begun to take plants for driving away the demons, I feel
very well. I don’t have bad moods anymore, I am in a good mood, I am not
furious anymore. I have trust in their miraculous power: savory, ment and
clove.”
“ The specilists say that this combination has narcotic and hallucinating
effects.”

The Night PRIMA
of Grieg’s (prima-E2)
Release

Focus

Ora

Talpes’s statement:” Who would have something to do with Bivolaru from
a political point of view? The politics has becames nowadays a sort of
hobby, anyone who is accused of something, considers that he is accused
from political reasons.”

PRIMA
(prima-E3)

Focus Plus ?

1. « Many of the MISA female followers reached Japan bars. After
meditations and urinotherapy, the girls used
to be sent to dance on the Asians’ tables. The proves are the photo
albums descovered by the prosecutors, but also the movies, many of
them pornografic, found in the searched dwellings. The affair used to
bring tens of millions of dollars every month.”
2. George Muscalu’s, the chief prosecutor, statement, about the
investigation for the ‘Extasy’ company.

PRIMA
(Prima)
-

« After they had taken tons of pornographic materials from the
basement of the MISA organization[…] Up to now there are only
three accused and many porno video tapes”
I think that he has not been arrested until now because I think that
from the people that he allured, lied and drugged there are also
children from the influential world: Magistry, Police, Justice and
not only. Some ill-meaning people or some rumours say that there
could be an influence between us, the Members of the Parliament.”

2

- Bianca Nae
- Excerpt
from the
sosupposed
Madalina
Dumitru’s
journal
- Bianca Nae
- Ioan
Talpes,
State
Minister
-

Newscaster

-Cristina Ţopescu
Raj Tunaru, deputy

B1 TV
Protest in the B1TV
Prosecutance (b1)
Office after
the 1st of April

Friday
March
2004

19

th

Wednesday
March 24th
2004
Saturday
March 20th
2004

B1TV
(b1-A4)

„Ştirile
naţionale”

Ştirile

Ora 18:00

Ora 7:30

B1TV
(b1-A5)

Ştiri

Ora 7:30

B1TV
(b1-B1)

Ştiri naţionale

Ora 18:00

« … In the file opened today at The General Prosecutors’ Office, the
prosecutors examine deeds of trade of persons, money laundry and
organized crime. According to the investigators, the investigations do not
involve MISA’s activity, but crimes committed by certain adepts of this
organization.”
- Declaration, George Muscalu, chief prosecutor General
Prosecutors’ Office: “We will investigate who is the person who
ordered and who dealt with the departure of these work …..force…
.FORTA DE MUNCA in the bars and clubs in Japan. We do not
investigate in our activity of penal prosecution the way MISA carries
on the activity for which it has been founded and for which it exists.”
« The legal forces searched yesterday 15 buidings from the Bucharest
district Ferentari, where the “integration into the Absolute was practiced”.
In fact, at all these addresses there were discovered drugs actions and
prostitution was practiced there.
- Following the investigation, over 50 persons which were suspected
to be part of the sect, have been detained and heard last night.”
- “B1TV has repeatedly drawn the attention upon the activity of MISA
sect lead by Gregorian Bivolaru.
- The Police investigation started years ago. The Board of Information
and Internal Protection concluded as a result of the multiple
investigations that the movement victimizes young unemployed
intellectuals, women eager for voluptousness.
- […] The Police did not succeed in proving that MISA members are
forced to participate in such meetings.”
The three prosecutors (George Bălan , Gelu Drăjnăneanu and X) make
references regarding: the making of the evidence for MISA, and the
“kindness” of ther policemen during the searches on March 18th
“… posters, books, tens of materials and pornographic posters were
confiscated. This is the capture taken last night by the gendarmes and
policemen who made a new raid in Ferentari at Gregorian Bivolaru’s
sorage boxes”
2

- Prezentator

- George
Muscalu,
procuror şef
- Pivniceru

- Andreea
Bondoc
- Pivniceru

Mon March
22nd

B1TV
(b1-B2)

Night edition

Hour
20:00

Mon
March 29th

B1TV
(b1-C1)

National news

Hour 18:00

Mon
March 29th

B1TV
(b1-C2)

News

Hour 7.30

???

B1TV
(b1-D1)
B1TV
(b1-D5)

National news

Hour 18:00

News

Hour 7:30

Tue
March 30th

“Ionel Blănculescu, the head of the National Authority for Control
announced today the possibility that the National Department for Copyright
would start an investigation in the MISA dossier is not excluded. O.N.D.A.
will verify the way the thousands of video tapes and DVD-s with porno
movies found at the addresses where the searches were done were
reproduced.”
“Over 20 searches were carried out in MISA adepts’ residences during
which more illegal video-chats were discovered, thousands of tapes and
DVD-s with pornographic material, sexy magazines and tons of
unregistered documents.”
Aurel Neagu’s statement, head quaestor of the Customs Police: “He was
held on the sense of entering the country from Hungary, fraudulently going
leaving… He was disguised, wearing a wig”
- Talpeş’ s statement about “mass-media throwing the MISA scandal/show
on a mined field”
“The prosecutors wrote that between 2002 and 2004, Gregorian Bivolaru
used his declared quality of yoga teacher and abused of the influence
derived from the organization of certain courses in order to repeatedly have
sexual intercourses and perversions with a minor. She had been co-opted as
a yoga student within MISA. Gregorian Bivolaru gave money and other
goods to have sexual relations with her.”

-

- Gabriela Peşet

- Presenter

NAŢIONAL TV
DATE

TV
STATION
NAŢIONAL
(news-cluj)

NAŢIONAL
(nationalstate border)

TV-SHOW

HOUR

Evening

CONTENT

REPORTERS

- “Corina Chintuan systematically tried to indoctrinate the students with the -Cristina Calancea
principles and theories of Bivolaru’s movement. She succeeded. Some girls
gradually changed their behavior towards family and friends and left home
right after they finished high school. Nobody knows anything about them since
then.” (Also see the first – A5)
- ”According to the Prosecutor’s Office of Bucharest Appellate Court -Presenter (Costin…)
Gregorian Bivolaru paid the victim to determine her to accept having sexual
intercourse with him”
2

NAŢIONAL
(nationalgeneralities)

Evening

“During MISA meetings, young people practice group sex and all kinds of -Anca Pospai
sexual orgies. The veterans promise all kind of sexual performances to the
novices. For example, men can even attain a 9 hours erection.”
“After the 3rd or 4th year they practiced group sex. This is what Tantra yoga
means – the path to illumination through sex. They came with the energetic
centres blocked, with serious health problems, even depression troubles and
uro-genital problems for having practiced the continence.”

-Ana Popescu
-Iustinian Moga

“Friday evening the customs police officers of Iaşi, held in Sculeni customs two
persons who tried to take out of the country some tapes with pornographic
content and propagandistic material of the movement.”

TELE7 ABC
TELE7
ABC
(TELE7/
Videochat)

- “George Bălan, the general prosecutor of the Prosecutor’s Office of the
Appellate Court, specified that after the first 5 days of investigation, the
prosecutors gathered enough evidence to prove the offences of tax avoidance,
(money) laundering and copyright violation were committed. At the same time,
Bălan confirmed the existence of several intimations and complaints referring to
persons that suffered from schizophrenia after coming into contact with MISA
members. […]”

REALITATEA TV
DATE

TV
STATION

TV-SHOW

HO
UR

CONTENT
2

REPORTERS

Thu,
March1
8th

Thu,
March1
8th

Fri,
March1
9th

Fri,

REALITA
TEA TV
(A1)

REALITATE
A TV
(A1)

REALITA
TEA TV
(A2)

REALITA

TV Journal

Hour
21:00

- “During the searches the prosecutors and the forces of order found tens of girls
who practiced prostitution on Internet, hundreds of pornographic tapes, jewellery
and important sums of money”
- Title of material: "concerted actions against Gregorian Bivolaru"; “Even if the
investigation had just begun, the police officers informed us that the activities of
this movement are vast enough and most of them are illegal. I would only mention
here the making of porno movies, Internet pornography, the practice of group sex
and urine therapy. As a matter of fact, the police officers found impressive amounts
of accounting documents, very large sums of money in lei and foreign currency, an
amazing video tape collection, electronic devices and jewellery.”

- News presenter

Hour
23.00

- “During the searches the prosecutors and the forces of order found tens of girls
who practiced prostitution on Internet, hundreds of pornographic tapes, jewellery
and important sums of money. 5 trucks were needed for the transport of the
confiscated materials that will prove the activity of Bivolaru’s movement. In the
past days’ action S.R.I. the Direction for Information within the ministry of the
Interior collaborated on informative line. S.R.I. has been monitoring the activity of
the movement led by Gregorian Bivolaru for some years.”

- News presenter
(mulatto)

Hour
6:00

- During the searches the prosecutors and the forces of order found tens of girls
who practiced prostitution on Internet, hundreds of pornographic tapes, jewellery
and important sums of money. 5 trucks were needed for the transport of the
confiscated materials that will prove the activity of Bivolaru’s movement. In the
past days’ action S.R.I. the Direction for Information within the ministry of the
Interior collaborated on informative line. S.R.I. has been monitoring the activity of
the movement led by Gregorian Bivolaru for some years.”

- News presenter

Hour

Press review

- Presenter

“BUCHAREST.
Concerted
actions against
Gregorian
Bivolaru”
Images of the
searches;
syringe; videochat
TV Journal
“BUCHAREST.
Concerted
actions against
Gregorian
Bivolaru”
Images of the
searches;
syringe; videochat
TV Journal
“BUCHAREST.
Concerted
actions against
Gregorian
Bivolaru”
Images of the
searches;
syringe; videochat
TV Journal

2

- Reporter: Cristian
Zărescu

March1
9th

Fri,
March1
9th

TEA TV
(A3)

REALITA
TEA TV
(A4)

12:00
„PROSECUTOR
’S OFFICE.
THE
APPELLATE
COURT. The
prosecutors are
verifying more
accusation
lines.”
Images of the
searches;
syringe; videochat
TV Journal

Hour
16:00

- " The investigators have on their desk more complaints of MISA members’
parents, from which results the fact that their boys and girls are doped to keep them
away from their family. Those who are involved in this organization can be
accused of sequestration of persons. The family members repeatedly announced the
police, claiming they cannot contact the relatives who joined this movement. The
prosecutors investigate the prostitution accusations as well, as they suspect there
are people who pay to participate in the sexual orgies organized by guru.
Investigations are carried out as well to establish if fiscal offences were committed,
as there are documents, which show that in some activities charges were eluded.

Hour
21:00

- "... are accused of spreading pornographic material and drug taking.
Investigators suspect that Bivolaru’s organization earned huge sums of these
activities.”
- Title of the report: " More tracks in Bivolaru case "; " The investigators have on
their desk more complaints of MISA members’ parents, from which results the fact
that their boys and girls are doped to keep them away from their family. Those who
are involved in this organization can be accused of sequestration of persons. The
family members repeatedly announced the police, claiming they cannot contact the
relatives who joined this movement. The prosecutors investigate the prostitution
accusations as well, as they suspect there are people who pay to participate in the
sexual orgies organized by guru. Certain fiscal offences are suspected as well, some
undeclared sums of money. “
- "[...] Neculai Cojan un potential acolyte of Gregorian Bivolaru..."
- “The members of Gregorian Bivolaru’s movement are facing the charge of
spreading pornographic material and drug taking. Investigators suspect that
Bivolaru’s organization earned huge sums of these activities.”
- “The investigators have on their desk more complaints of MISA members’ parents,
from which results the fact that their boys and girls are doped to keep them away
from their family. Those who are involved in this organization can be accused of
sequestration of persons. The family members repeatedly announced the police,
claiming they cannot contact the relatives who joined this movement. The
prosecutors investigate the prostitution accusations as well, as they suspect there

„PROSECUTOR
’S OFFICE
BUCHAREST.
More tracks in
Bivolaru case.”
Images of the
searches;
syringe; videochat

Fri,
March1
9th

REALITA
TEA TV
(A4)

TV Journal
„PROSECUTOR
’S OFFICE
BUCHAREST.
More tracks in
Bivolaru case.”

Hour
23:00

2

- News presenter
- Reporter

- presenter:

- Reporter

mulatto

Fri,
March1
9th

REALITA
TEA TV
(A4)

Images of the
searches;
syringe; videochat
TV Journal

are people who pay to participate in the sexual orgies organized by guru. Certain
fiscal offences are suspected as well, some undeclared sums of money. “
- "[...] Neculai Cojan un potential acolyte of Gregorian Bivolaru..."
Hour
1:00

- “The members of Gregorian Bivolaru’s movement are facing the charge of
spreading pornographic material and drug taking. Investigators suspect that
Bivolaru’s organization earned huge sums of these activities ”
- “The investigators have on their desk more complaints of MISA members’ parents,
from which results the fact that their boys and girls are doped to keep them away
from their family. Those who are involved in this organization can be accused of
sequestration of persons. The family members repeatedly announced the police,
claiming they cannot contact the relatives who joined this movement. The
prosecutors investigate the prostitution accusations as well, as they suspect there
are people who pay to participate in the sexual orgies organized by the guru.
Certain fiscal offences are suspected as well, by not declaring some sums of money.
“
- "[...] Neculai Cojan un potential acolyte of Gregorian Bivolaru..."

Hour
0:00

- Title of report: "Craiova. M.I.S.A. makes promises, M.I.S.A. breaks apart";
- “The truth is tragic: broken families, young people psychically mutilated, lost
adults. This is the real destiny of those who follow Grieg, the nickname of
Gregorian Bivolaru.
Realitatea TV team of Craiova participated a year ago in a MISA meeting. The
following images are filmed with a hidden camera and tell more than enough on
what MISA means.
- “I met tens of persons who came to me with health problems, especially of their
genitals, where they closed their energetic centre, the second one. I understood they
were practicing a certain sexual continence, something of this kind and they closed
their energetic centre ”
- “How could things be different if at every meeting, recognized MISA members
present to the new recruits propaganda films in which they eternal happiness and
sexual harmony are promised. Moreover, to attract the naives easier, MISA
members say that this does not contradict the Christian belief. But the truth is
shocking.”
- “A patient of mine had her husband in this organization, in the 9th year or so and
he practiced group sex. They did not get along anymore so the husband tried to
attract his wife in this group to make her see what happens there, thinking that they

„PROSECUTOR
’S OFFICE
BUCHAREST.
More tracks in
Bivolaru case.”
Images of the
searches;
syringe; videochat

Sat
March1
9th

REALITA
TEA TV
(A5)

TV Journal
"Craiova.
M.I.S.A. makes
promises,
M.I.S.A. breaks
apart"

3

- Presenter

- Presenter
- Ana Popescu,
therapist
- Reporter

- Ana Popescu,
therapist

would probably solve their problems”.
Sun
March2
1st

REALITA
TEA TV
(A6)

TV Journal

Hour
12:00

„ BIVOLARU
DOSSIER.
Hundreds of
books hidden in
the basement of a
block”
Images of the
searches;
syringe; videochat

“(…) They also found a basement full with books. These belong as well to the
Movement for Spiritual Integration in Absolute ”
- “M.I.S.A. and its leader Gregorian Bivolaru seem to be as clean as they would
want to leave the impression. Realitatea TV team of Craiova participated a year
ago in a MISA meeting. The following images are filmed with a hidden camera and
show that MISA members’ actions are not so innocent.”
“I met tens of persons who came to me with health problems, especially of their
genitals, where they closed their energetic centre, the second one. I understood they
were practicing a certain sexual continence, something of this kind and they closed
their energetic centre ”
- “How could things be different if at every meeting, recognized MISA members
present to the new recruits propaganda films in which they eternal happiness and
sexual harmony are promised. Moreover, to attract the naives easier, MISA
members say that this does not contradict the Christian belief. But the truth is
shocking.”

„CRAIOVA.
M.I.S.A.,
“a world of
physically and
psychically
mutilated young
people”

Sun
March2
1st
???

REALITA
TEA TV
(A7)

REALITA
TEA TV
(A8)

TV Journal

Hour
16:00

„MISA
suspected of tax
avoidance”
Images of the
searches;
syringe; videochat
TV Journal

Hour
7:00

- “A patient of mine had her husband in this organization, in the 9th year or so and
he practiced group sex. They did not get along anymore so the husband tried to
attract his wife in this group to make her see what happens there, thinking that they
would probably solve their problems”.
- “In one of the boxes some hundreds of photos of Bivolaru’s youth were found and
the investigators suppose this is the place where the MISA leader himself had lived.
After the searches, it will be established if the copyright law was broken and if the
companies that multiplied the pornographic materials can be accused of tax
avoidance”

Press review
„The penal pursuit against Bivolaru’s sect has begun”
3

- Presenter
Presenter

- Ana Popescu,
therapist

- Reporter
- Ana Popescu,
therapist

- Reporter

Sun
March2
1nd
???

March2
2nd
??
(„The
investig
ation
started
5 days
ago”)
Mon
March2
2nd

REALITA
TEA TV
(A9)

REALITA
TEA TV
(A10)

REALITA
TEA TV
(A11)

TV Journal

Hour
8:00

„MISA suspected
of tax
avoidance”
Images of the
searches;
syringe; videochat
„ BIVOLARU
DOSSIER.
The General
Prosecutor’s
Office presented
the results of the
investigation”
TV Journal
" BIVOLARU
DOSSIER. The
Appellate Court
presented the
results of the
searches."

Hour
12.00

Hour
13:00

- "Title

of report: "M.I.S.A. suspected of tax avoidance "
-“Even if the prosecutors have already confiscated 7 trucks of pornographic
materials, jewellery and technical devices, the search of the MISA locations
continues. Since last Thursday, the officers transport each day materials out of
these storage rooms”
- “In one of the boxes some hundreds of photos of Bivolaru’s youth were found and
the investigators suppose this is the place where the MISA leader himself had lived.
After the searches, it will be established if the copyright law was broken and if the
companies that multiplied the pornographic materials can be accused of tax
avoidance”
George Bălan’s statement

1. Title of the report: " Bivolaru dossier. The Appellate Court presented the results
of the searches."
- "George Bălan, general prosecutor in the Bucharest Appellate Court presented
the first details on the last days searches.”
- “Since March 18th 2004 over 20 domiciliary searches were carried out at the
disposal Bucharest court’s judges, who certified the existence of substantial clues
concerning the necessity and the utility of the searches, after examining the
evidences. The Financial Guard started as well 30 examinations of economic
agents, suspected to have broken the provisions of law 87/1994 concerning the fight
against tax avoidance…”
2. Tendentious title of the report (in which the reporter tendentiously suggests facts
that do not appear in the mother’s innocent words, n.n.) ARAD. Bivolaru’s group
broke a family”
- “A family in which both children joined Bivolaru’s group. The woman’s pain is
more acute as she saw with her own eyes where and how her sons chose to live their
lives ”
-“The two young men of Arad are aged 21 and 26. The elder son joined Bivolaru’s
group right after graduating the Law School and the younger one joined as well few
3

- Presenter

- Reporter
Reporter Marius
Popescu

- Presenter
- George Bălan

- Presenter

- Reporter’s comment

years later. Their mother saw herself how her sons have been living for some
years”
“Mother: - they received the food from…, from some kitchen that cooked for
everyone, I ate as well of their food…”
Reporter: "-Who financed?
"Mother: - I suppose that it was Gregorian Bivolaru, from their work or other
resources… they have a certain attitude towards the freemasonry, it is some kind of
unseen enemy and they believe we have to fight against the freemasonry “
-“Since he left home, my elder son regards the world with indifference”
“Mother: - He is indifferent towards everything that happens and he thinks that
what he does is a wonderful thing, because in fact he does Karma Yoga and… he
aims at a spiritual perfection and a complete communion with God”
-“The woman suffers a lot now. I found out what her message to Gregorian
Bivolaru would be.”
“I had bad and even non-Christian feelings towards Gregorian Bivolaru. I felt I
want to harm him badly. Of course I could not do this, not even to the most innocent
being.”
- “The woman still hopes that her sons will come back home, because they did not
do any harm to anyone, as she says.”

„ARAD.
Bivolaru’s group
broke a family”

Mon
March2
2nd
Mon
March2
2nd

Mon
March2
2nd

REALITA
TEA TV
(A12)
REALITA
TEA TV
(A13)

REALITA
TEA TV
(A14)

- The mother

- Reporter’s comment

- Reporter’s comment

- Reporter’s comment

TV Journal

Hour
15:00

- Arad case is replayed (see above:A11)
- George Bălan’s statement is replayed (see above: A11)

TV Journal

Hour
20:00

- “The action against Gregorian Bivolaru’s group has Christ as code name. The
offences list is impressing: money laundering, organized criminality, tax
avoidance and unpaid royalties.”
- George Bălan’s statement is replayed (see above: A11); “The penal pursuit of 3
defendants began.” is added.

- Reporter

Hour
21:00

“The action against Gregorian Bivolaru’s group has Christ as code name. The
offences list is impressing: money laundering, organized criminality, tax
avoidance and unpaid royalties.”
- Cristin Neacşu’s statement

Reporter

„ APPELATE
COURT. Action
against certain
MISA members”
Images of the
raids; syringe;
video-chat
TV Journal
„MISA CASE.
The members of

3

the organization
claim their
innocence”

Tue
March2
3rd

REALITA
TEA TV
(A15)

Images of the
raids
TV Journal
„ APPELATE
COURT. Action
against certain
MISA members”

- Arad case is replayed (see above:A11)- George Bălan’s statement is replayed (see
above: A11)

Hour
12:00
and
Hour
14:00

-

“The action against Gregorian Bivolaru’s group has Christ as code name.
The offences list is impressing: money laundering, organized criminality,
tax avoidance and unpaid royalties.”

- Cristin Neacşu’s statement
- George Bălan’s statement is replayed (see above: A13)

„MISA CASE.
The members of
the organization
sustain their
innocence”
REALITA
TAEA TV
(B1, B2)

REALITA
TEA TV
(C1; C2)
Fri

REALITA

Images of raids
„SEARCHES IN
FERENTARI”
Gregorian
Bivolaru’s
organization
suspected of
pornography
Images of
materials found
in the boxes
„ MISA
SCANDAL.
Gregorian
Bivolaru claims
to be innocent”
TV Journal

Hour
12:
00
and
17:00

“Two trucks with pornographic material and electronic devices belonging to MISA
were confiscated last evening after a new raid of the police and gendarmerie. The
action of the forces of order took place in Ferentari, a neighbourhood of Bucharest.
Five men were caught in the act by the police while loading the stuff”

Presenter

Hour
18:00

Hour
9:00

Grieg’s statement as he came out of Tucă’s show

Hour

MISA members did not come to an announced press conference.
3

- Reporter

March
26th

TEA TV
(C3)

REALITA
TEA TV
(C4)

REALITA
TEA TV
(C5)

Mon
April
5th

REALITA
TEA (C6)
REALITA
TEA TV
(C9)

18:00
„MISA.
...held at
Gregorian
Bivolaru’s
mercy”
„WITNESSES.
MISA members’
neighbours are
terrified”
„CLUJNAPOCA. Ioan
Rus: The
investigation
against MISA is
not politically
ordered”
„WITNESSES.
MISA members’
neighbours are
terrified”
„WITNESSES.
MISA members’
neighbours are
terrified”
„Press review”
TV Journal
„ MISA
DOSSIER.
Minister Rus
claims legal
irregularity”

-

Hour
21:00

Ioan Rus’s statement
-

Hour
22:00
Hour
13:00
Hour
13:00
and
Hour
14:00

“The neighbours know about the suspicious death of an adept that the
members of the movement hid away from the Police’s sight”
Statements of some neighbours

“The neighbours know about the suspicious death of an adept that the
members of the movement hid away from the Police’s sight”
Statements of some neighbors

-

“The neighbors know about the suspicious death of an adept that the
members of the movement hid away from the Police’s sight”
Statements of some neighbours
-

Press review: Bivolaru’s adepts are prisoners by free will in MISA’s
ashrams
- “Minister of Interior Ioan Rus considers the release of Gregorian Bivolaru is
unacceptable because of a legal irregularity. Rus believes that the investigators
should have drawn a more solid dossier not allowing the release of MISA’s
leader.”
- Ioan Rus’s statement follows: “When you are the one who organizes, you are the
one who writes, you are the one who wrote the law, you apply it, how can you tell
me at the end of the day that you made an error of procedure? How can you
possibly make an error of procedure? I made an error as I am a doctor in
3

- Presenter
Reporter: Ştefan
Muscalu
- Ioan Rus, minister of
Interior

REALITA
TEA TV
(D1)

Fri
March
26th???

REALITA
TEA TV
(D2)
REALITA

„ APPELATE
COURT. MISA
adepts are
protesting again”
TV Journal
Title: Soap
„Bivolaru”
Gregorian and
Gabriel found
from the press
that they are
brothers
Images of a video
chat; more girls
dressed
summarily;
Images of Grieg
at Nădlac and at
Court;
Images of IML
and of a protest
meeting
organized by the
yogis
Images of Grieg
set free
Images of the
boxes
TV Journal
TV Journal

engineering, not a doctor in law, I do not know how this functions…that’s all. And
we accomplish this on the base of procedures without discussing the essence of the
problem, we do not get… we can release him in order to be investigated in freedom
because he did not cross the border running but walking, which is not dangerous,
you cannot stumble, you do not hurt yourself and so on…”
Images of the meeting in front of the Ministry of Interior. Meeting presentation.
Hour
16:00

Reporter: Marius
Popescu

Ioan Rus statement is replayed.
The chronology of events in „Bivolaru” case.
“No, I was never abused by anyone and these are only lies” (Mădălina Dumitru’s
statement at a meeting)
“The public opinion was simply astounded at the story of the two step-brothers, the
yogi Gregorian Bivolaru and the former deputy Gabriel Bivolaru”

Hour
21:00

- Statement of Ioan Rus who considers that in Gregorian Bivolaru’s case - Presenter
examination the procedural aspects prevailed over the facts.

Hour

Live broadcast from the Ministry of Interior where MISA adepts try to do a protest
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Live

on

telephone,

TEA TV
(D3)

REALITA
TEA TV
(D4)

REALITA
TEA TV
(D5)

„APPELATE
COURT.
MISA adepts are
protesting
again.”
TV Journal
„ MISA
PROTEST.
Gregorian
Bivolaru’s adepts
went out in the
street again”
TV Journal

13.00

meeting against the abuses.

Marius
Popescu,
reports
from
the
Ministry of Interior,
from the meeting

Hour
15.00

Images of the protest meeting in front of the Prosecutor’s Office (Scaune Street);
the protestants’ requisitions are presented.

Reporter
Popescu

Statement of Costică Cojocaru who requires “the stopping of abuses against us”;
Statement of Remus Lomoş about Mădălina Dumitru

Hour
19:00

„GENERAL
PROSECUTOR’
S OFFICE.
Companies of
MISA adepts in
the sight of the
Public Ministry”

- About the “Extaz” company: “The girls were chosen only after they became MISA
members. […] The company received important commissions from the girls who
were recruited of the MISA adepts. The girls were taught to face the requests of the
Japanese market.”
The statement of head prosecutor George Muscalu on this case inquiry follows
next:

- Presenter
-Reporter
Ramona
Feraru

Reporter

Images of the
march;
„GENERAL
PROSECUTOR’
S OFFICE.
Companies of
MISA adepts in
the sight of the
Public Ministry”

Marius

Hour
21:00

“The prosecutors are verifying the illicit activity of Extaz where there are clues of
tax avoidance, human traffic and money laundering. (…) the magistrates discovered
that hundreds of young women were took to Japan as dancers or chaperones.”
The statement of George Muscalu regarding this case.
“The prosecutors will not take into consideration the aspects regarding the yoga
practices but the organized crime offences.
The magistrates will establish the connexion between Extaz company and
Gregorian Bivolaru.”
Presentation of the meeting in front of the Appellate Court and the Ministry of
Interior; statements of Costică Cojocaru and Remus Lomoş (see D4).

„ MISA
PROTEST.
3

Gregorian
Bivolaru’s adepts
went out in the
street”

REALITA
TEA TV
(D6)

REALITA
TEA TV
(D9)

Images of the
protest meeting
TV Journal

Hour
21:00

“At today’s meeting, the gendarmes wanted to know who gave the right to those Presenter
(the protestants who took photos of the forces of order) to photograph them, but
they didn’t receive any logical answer”
The dialogue between a meeting participant (Horaţiu Gheorghe, n.n.) who was
taking photos and a gendarme.

Hour
18:00

Presentation of the meeting.
Claudiu Trandafir and Nicolae Catrina statements referring to the Gregorian
Bivolaru’s attempt of illegally crossing the border.

„JOURNALISTI
C PASSIONS ”
Images of the
meeting
(Prosecutor’s
Office, Scaune
Street)
TV Journal
„BUCHAREST.
Gregorian
Bivolaru’s adepts
went out in the
street”
Images of the
march.
„JUSTICE.
Gregorian
Bivolaru accused
of sexual
intercourse with
a minor”

“According to an official statement of the Romanian Public Ministry, Gregorian
Bivolaru is charged with repeated sexual intercourses with a minor, yoga student
within MISA. He offered the victim money and other goods in order to have sexual
intercourse with her. (…) The MISA leader is also investigated for the attempt of
illegally crossing the Romanian sate border”

„BUCHAREST.
Customs officer
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Reporter
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Marius

Reporter:
Muscalu
Image:
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Stelian
Radu

who helped
Bivolaru will be
inquired”

Day
after the
meeting

REALITA
TEA TV
(D10)
REALITA
TEA TV
(D11)

REALITA
TEA TV
(D12)

Images of Grieg
at Nădlac
“Bivolaru’s
adepts went out
in the street”
„Nădlac
customs.
Gregorian
Bivolaru thought
he was confined
at the state
border.”
Images of
Nădlac; Grieg
behind bars
„APPELLATE
COURT.
Gregorian
Bivolaru
considers that all
is a set-up”
TV Journal
„REVELATION.
Gregorian and
Gabriel Bivolaru
are brothers”
Images of Grieg
brought from
Nădlac to the
Prosecutor’s
Office

Hour
00:12
Hour
14:00

The meeting of Gregorian Bivolaru’s adepts was a perfect circus show.
Main quaestor Aurel Neagru presents the way Gregorian Bivolaru was
caught

ISOPESCU – live statement Prosecutor’s Office of the Bucharest
Appellate Court

Hour
9:00

Confirmation of the fact that the two are brothers.

OPINIONS ISOPESCU
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of IML
incident
s)

REALITA
TEA TV
(D13)

„EXAMINATIO
NS. What will
happen to
Gregorian
Bivolaru.”
„IML. Over 100
MISA adepts
protested
violently”
Images of IML

Hour
21:00

„ CRIMINAL
INVESTIGATIO
NS
DEPARTMENT.
Gregorian
Bivolaru could
be set free.”
Images of Grieg

Presentation of IML incident.

Live broadcast from the Criminal Investigations Department
Reporter:
Popescu

Marius

OPINIONS - ISOPESCU

Mon
March2
2nd

REALITA
TEA TV
(D15)

The day
of the
unauth
orized

REALITA
TEA TV
(D16)

„OPINIONS.
Bivolaru case
took an
unexpected
turn.”
TV Journal

„ MISA
MEETING.
Bivolaru’s
Adepts tested

Hour
21:00

Hour
16:00

- Serious action of journalistic intoxicating: Realitatea TV reporter Marius
Popescu speaks on the report broadcasted from Bucharest Appellate Court about
the seizing of Gabriel Bivolaru: “Everyone expects Gabriel Bivolaru, he got here
at the Prosecutor’s Office around half past six in the afternoon. There was a small
incident; Gabriel Bivolaru was brought with great tail… [He mentioned 6 times
Gabriel Bivolaru’s name] ”
- Sub-inspector Ioan Mares, and Adrian Năstase from the National Customs
Service make statements on the action that took place in Nădlac customs.
Presentation of the meeting organized by MISA adepts and declared illegal.
Claudiu’s statement on Mădălina’s situation
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-Marius Popescu

Reporter:
R.Feraru;
M. Popescu

meeting
Fri
April
2nd
2004

REALITA
TEA (E1)

again the
gendarmes’
vigilance”
TV Journal

Hour
1:00

“The court of Bucharest sector 5 decided the release of MISA leader, Gregorian
Bivolaru”

„ BIVOLARU
CASE. MISA
leader avoided
prison”
Images of Grieg
released
„IML. Over 100
MISA adepts
protested
violently”

- The conflict of IML is presented: “ … because of the violent manifest of over 100
MISA adepts the activity of IML was blocked for 3 hours; the doctors simply could
not continue their activity “

Images from
IML
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